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OBJECTIVITY - SUBJECTIVITY 

To see our environment’s dynamic in an objective way consists in perceiving and 
understanding with lucidity and discernment the world that is around us. This 
requires an in-depth consciousness of the reason of being of duality and finally 
consists in not deciding to support one or the other polarity that govern the 
universe, but accepting them as they are, as Evolution vector. Reinforcing and 
amplifying this perception asks for a constant and impartial will in seeking truth in 
every information.


By developing a fine discernment and by applying it in everyday life, we widen our 
consciousness field while authorising wise decisions. When our emotional mind 
manages to liberate itself from the fear conditioning and from the good and bad 
concepts, we finally become masters of our mind. We thereafter position ourselves 
in our experiences only to learn to draw a lesson by authorising ourselves, to see 
Life with much more lucidity.


Capacitated in detecting certain emotional circumstances that occur regularly, we 
become able to reactivate our intelligence and increase insight in our reflexion 
mode. And gradually along our progresses, we will understand our environment with 
much more clarity and will be able to make appropriate decisions for our evolution.


We therefore have to learn from life by perceiving the events that punctuate it in a 
detached way. Our experiences then teach us to not identify ourselves to the victim, 
but more likely to the apprentice who experiences his everyday life in order to enrich 
his perceptions and widen his consciousness.


We apprehend since then the circumstances or the events in our life such as they 
exist and manifest themselves, and not from a distorted way such as we interpret 
them influenced to believe through our emotional mind, our education, our wounds, 
our convictions… 


However, when certain things are still obscured by our beliefs, the visible reality 
becomes subjective, because it answers mechanically to our conditioning, our 
wounds… by letting us perceive what we want to see to comfort and reassure 
ourselves.


Usually, “the mechanical human” that becomes conscious, learns progressively in 
undoing himself of his illusory beliefs. He then utilizes his intelligence back… We 
could talk about this man like a clear-sighted-apprentice that will be slowly but 
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surely able to distinguish the truth from the inaccurate. His perceptions will have 
sharpened and will not be influenced anymore by what the society and the system 
orders him. He will be free of being as he will have learnt to think by his own self.


Finally, subjectivity defines itself when the perceptions of the individual are 
influenced by his personality and his emotional mind. As the Truth is objective and 
can only hatch with the experience. It would otherwise stay unverifiable and 
unuseful speculation.


The individual can develop an objective consciousness when he manages to detach 
himself from his emotional mind, without waiting for any results from his life and if he 
accepts the events such as they present themselves. The non judgment and 
neutrality are the qualities that honour him.

To understand this postulate in a quantum way : it must be known that the atom 
possesses an objective existence as soon as an observator or a consciousness 
looks at it.

Objectivity represents thereafter the effort from the observer’s part to abandon his 
prejudices.


Prejudices are the projection of our consciousness in the past or in the future, 
location in space-time where the atom is not material, but remains under the form of 
vibratory waves (or antimatter).


An atom can not therefore exist without an observer, so without any consciousness 
observing. Without consciousness there is no objectivity, nor subjectivity. For a 
consciousness to be able to become creator, it must therefore never anticipate or 
project itself in the future, nor conforming to past experiences. The true creator uses 
ways to its range in the present moment : the “now”.


Consciousness is always objective until it has the ability to choose (under the 
pressure of an STS’s orientation) to be some other way and insert the prejudice, that 
means the anticipation or the recollection.


Recollection and anticipation of an atom is subjective, past and future are 
subjective, but the atom is objective as soon as an observer perceives it in the 
instant, the present.
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